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SUMMARY
This report addresses end user concerns about the content and accessi-
bility of libraries of remote sensing data in general. Most of the
recommendations pertain to the United States' satellite remote sensing
programs.
I. We urge that Congress and NASA take immediate steps to assure the
continuation of the NASA/EROS Data Center program to convert pre-
1979 scenes to computer-readable tapes and create a historical ar-
chive of this valuable data.
2. We recommend that the EROS Data Center archive of remote sensing
data be improved by (a) the possible addition of new t geologically
interesting scenes to the historical Landsat data base; (b) the in-
clusion of remote sensing data from other govr,rnment agencies;
(c) the adoption of a policy to retire data from the archive; and
(d) the possible addition of previously classified data to the
library.
3. We continue to recommend the establishment of a computer data base
inquiry system that includes all remote sensing data from all public-
ly available sources.
4. We coutinve our call for a prepurchase data preview and evaluation
capability
5. We recommend the establishment of a realistic, flexible price struc-
ture for remote sensing data.,,
6. We recommend, where practical t the adoption of standard digital data
products formats for U.S. and non-U.S. remote sensing systems.
7. We recommend that future goveUCnment policies not preclude data pool-
ing and data sharing by the users.
Appendices to this report include information about Landsat 4, the status
of worldwide Landsat receiving stations, future non-U.S. remote sensing
satellites, a list of sources for Landsat data, and the results of a
.survey of Geosat members' remote sensing data processing systems.
1. INT RODUCT ION
In November of 1978 and again in December of 1979, the Data Man-
agement Subcommittee of the Geosat Committee, Inc., published re-
ports (1, 2) representing Geosat's position on a number of points
concerning the usability of U.S. government agency remote sensing
data. Most of these recommendations were directed toward the
Landsat program, which at that time involved the National.Aero-
nautics and Space Administration's Goddard Space Flight Center
together with the Department of the Interior and the EROS Data
Center (EDC).	
J
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t1. Catalogs of individual data
bases exist. They are not in
form of a computer inquiry
system. They are not compre-
hensive. They do not contain
desired attributes.
2. Done for Landsat. Other in-
formation requires dealing
with archiving agency.
3. A-format data available for
Landsat.
4. Done.
5. Not formal or structured.
Much has changed since the first two reports. The National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration has been designated the responsible
agency for all Landsat operational activities. The current era of
tight budgets for the government introduces more uncertainty for
the users of remote sensing data who fear that necessary programs
and needed improvements are in jeopardy. Finally, there is a grow-
ing number of non-U.S. remote sensing satellite programs that will
probably greatly expand the quantity and the types of coverage
available.
Despite the changes ^n the world of remote sensing and their poten-
tial effects on the user community, the concerns expressed by the
Data Management Subcommittee remain. For these reasons, we feel
that it is timely to reassess the concerns of our segment of the
consumers of remote sensing data andp where necessary, attempt to
provoke responses from those who could solve the problems that we
identify.
The recommendations from the first two reports are summarized along
with comments about progress toward implementing them:
Recommendation	 Status
3. Establish enhanced film
products and raw data ^CTs
as primary Landsat data
products.
4. Implement format and dis-
tribution media associated
with E DIP s .
5. Establish formal, struc-
tured channels of communi-
cation and feedback between
users and responsible gov-
ernment agencies .
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1978
1. Establish a central inquiry
system for all government-
acquired remote sensing
data.
2. Centralize distribution of
remotely sensed data.
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Recommendation
6. Establish board to advise
government agencies in
plans for remote sensing
data.
7. Establish a "quick look"
data review facility.
8. Make one agency, responsible
for interfacing with users.
Permit users to request
special coverage by satel-
lite system.
10. Acquire complete global,
cloud-free coverage for
distribution.
11. Associate latitude and
longitude with satellite
data.
1979
1. Srl entral inquiry system.
2. Investigate reclassifying
data from secret systems.
3. Maintain NDPF systems at
GSFC to complete conver-
sion of pre-1974 Landsat 1
scenes.
4. Develop software in GS',V C-
IPF system to process tapes
from Landsat 1 and Land-
sat 2 1 April 1974 to
November 1976 9 to HDTs.
5. Set up digital communica-
tion link between NASA/GSFC
and E DC for TM data.
6. Quick look facility.
7. Establish an EROS advisory
board.
3
Status
6. Done with NOAA advisory board.
7. Data preview available in
microform library at EDC.
8. NOAA responsible for Landsat,
but other agencies are
involved For other programs.
9. Implemented.
10. Progress made, but not com-
plete. No Further work
planned.
11. Done for Landsat.
I. See 1978, No, 1.
2. No success in achieving
reclassification.
3. System deteriorating; data not
converted completely. Future
of system is uncertain.
4. No plans to convert to HDT,
only CCTx.
5. Will have to rely on GCTs via
ground transportation.
6. See 1978, No. 7.
7. NOAA advisory board fulfills
this need to some degree.
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From these, one can see that EDC and NASA hove made progress in
meeting user needs for Landsat data. The interface between EDC
and the user community has been an especially successful one. EDC
usually meets user requests in a timely manner, and their Landsat
Data User Notes are valuable sources of information to the user
community. However, the recrnumendations concerning a universal
data inquirg^ system and that of a data preview capab'hlity are still
unanswered (see Section V following for a definition of this term) .
Little has been done to insure that no useful data are being lost
as time erodes our ability to convert image and telemetry data
from Landsat 1 and Landsat 2. The present 'budget and economic
situations threaten users of Landsat data who need ar;surances of
the timely flow of great quantities of data. The future develop-
ment of non-U.S. and private remote sensing activities will likely
exacerbate user ignorance of what is available and from whom.
If we can make the fundamental assumption that there will be a
continuing; and preferably improving source of satellite remote
sensing data, user concerns about remote sensing data fall into
five major categories. First, they want to know what information
coverage is available: and would like to gather data if none exist.
Then a rapid, usable assessment of the quality and usefulness of
the coverage should be possible. Obtaining the desired coverage
should not be unduly complicated, time-consuming, or costly. Data
archives should be maintained so that unique information is always
available. These three concerns would be addressed by a general
data library facility. Many data users also have requirements for
rapid response from the data library; others	 assurance of
continuity in its er atence and an orderly dpr46.,^ pment of its
operations.
Because of our concerns, we make the following recommendations:
1. Because of the possibility of finding unique coverage, we ap-
plaud the NASA/EDC program to augment the historical data base
from the period 1972 to 1976 with approximately 30,000 scenes.
We urge NDAA, EDC, NASA, and Congress to take steps to avert
the premature termination of this potentially valuable program.
2. It is important to implement a program for preserving and ar-
chiving in accessible form as much useful remote sensing data;
as possible.
a. A committee of users should be convened to identify unique,
useful scenes pre-1979 from archived Landsat wide-band
video tapes and determine the priority for conversion to
archive format by government. The government should then
commit to the conversion.
b. A central archiving facility for all remote sensing should
be established as a more useful and more cost-effective
alternative to a number of different archives.
c. A reasonable archiving policy should be adopted which pre-
serves unique data and retires data that are no longer
usekol.
d.	 A definitive answer on the eventual reclassification of
any data from classified remote sensing systems is needed.
3.	 Some organization (government, private, or nonprofit corpora-
tions) must assume responsibility for and develop a plan for a
complete computer data base inquiry system for all government
remote sensing systems to permit users to determine what data
coverage is available for a given geographic location and where
it can be obtained.
4.	 A prepurchase data preview and evaluation capability would be
very useful to the user community.
5.	 Flexibility in the pricing structure of remote sensing data
should be defined to provide both fast response with a commen-
surate cost increase and a low-cost product that is affordable
for educational purposes.
6.	 Adopt, where practical, the new Er'408 Data Center Landsat MSS
computer-compatible tape format, Version 1.0 1 for other satel-
lite digital data.
In this report, we will discuss each of the recommendations in
turn.	 Inclu&a d as appendices are infonnation about present and
future satellite remote sensing programs, the results of surveys
of Geosat members' image processing equipment, and a listing of
software resources for remote sensing.
r=.
II.	 THE HISTORICAL DATA BASE
The deterioration of the ephemeris data tapes and the special com-
puter system for creating CCTx format tapes from early Landsat
operations has prompted NASA and EDC to select potentially useful
scenes for conversion to CCTx format and inclusion in a historical
data base.	 These scenes were selected by EDC first on the basis
j of overall cloud cover (less than 30 percent) and then in an at-x
tempt to obtain seasonal* coverage worldwide. 	 Approximately
30,000 scenes were selected for conversion covering the period
from January 1972 through December 1976.	 Conversion has been pro-
ceeding at a rate of 150 scenes per week.	 NASA completed work on
1972 data in October 1982.
Personnel at NASA/Goddard are now working on scenes from 1973.
k
However, publicity surrounding NASA's retiring the 1972 data tapes
*Four times per year in temperature climates, one time per year in tropi-
cal regions, and two times per year in transition areas. }!
i.^
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thas led a number of organizations, including the Goosat Committee,
to request that NASA defer the destruction of the 1972 data tapes.
In any event, the present Goddard timetable will require 4 years
to complete unless additional funding is made available. With
{	 more funding, the production of CM I s could double.
Despite the laudable effort of NASA and EDC to identify, convert,
and save significant quantities of potentially valuable data, the
outlook is not good. NASA has no budget to continue the data con-
version program beyond September 30, 1983. Once the program is
canceled, it is very likely that the unconverted, data will be lost
forever. To the geologist, this i. especially significant for
reasons. (1) Coverage of new, non-U.S. areas where weather hampers
observation will probably be needed in the future. A large data
base gathered over a period of time would be useful. (2) Coverage
at different times of year and under different conditions is prov-
ing more and more useful to geological interpretation of remote
sensing data. (3) The time to acquire new data or to proceed with
the conversion of old is usually incompatible with that for making
commercial decisions.
Therefore, we feel it is important that the Goddard Space Flight
Center be permitted to continue adding to the historical archive
as long as this is improving the quality of the EDC data base.
III. DATA ARCHIVES
A. ADDITION S TO THE HISTORICAL DATA BASE
Since before the first Data Management Subcommittee report, it
	 I
was apparent that large amounts of data from Landsat 1 and 2
prior to 1976 were not being converted to CCTs because NASA
lacked the resources to do so. This situation has not changed.
The principal reasons for wanting to examine these data are
(1) the possibility of finding unique coverage, (2) the possi-
bility of finding unusually good conditions in regions with a
	
s
great deal of cloud cover, and (3) the possibility that future
mission plans might not be carried out.
We propose that a subcommittee of GeosW; members who use remote
sensing data be formed to review the EROS Data Center recomman-
dations for the historical data base and make any needed addi-
tions based on our present understanding of geological problems.
This committee should be formed immediately and be prepared to
complete its work before April 1983.
B. CENTRAL ARCHIVING FACILITY
Since many government agencies maintain their own libraries of
remote sensing data, users must spend a great deal of time
learning how and where to obtain information.
6
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kMoreover, it is likely that not all archives are being main-
tained with the needed care to prevent deterioration. 	 There-
fore, it seems prudent for the government to take steps to
centralize the data archives for all publicly available remote
sensing data.
C. NEED FOR A POLICY
The committee recommends t}^1, a data-archiving policy be ini-
tiated which protects both the user and the archivist.	 The
Data Management Subcommittee should work with the archiving
agency (i.e., EROS Data Center) to set up such a policy in
1983, which will serve as a basis for greater user/E DC
cooperation.
The committee recognizes that at some point, not all the data
acquired by the Earth Resources Ol v .aervation Systems can be
stored indefinitely and in user-retrievable condition.
	
The
length of time data should be stored, the storage foam and
medium, and the maximum manageable volume of data are items
that require additional discuaRi,on.
	 The point is made that at
some time in the near future, data will have to be selectively
archived due to physical space limitations i budget and manpower
constraints, and data "shelf Life."	 At the present time, data
are being stored as shown in Table 1. 	 It is universally agreed
that some basic data set must be permanently preserved to serve
the Widest possible user communi ty.
TAB IA 1
STATUS OF ARCHIVED DATA PRODUCTS
(COURTESY OF S. FREDEN, NASA/GSFC)
^`
f
July 1972	 Nov. 1976
to	 to	 Jan.	 1979
Nov. 1976	 Jan. 1979	 to Present
1.	 70--nn film chips
	
1.	 70-bran film chips	 1.	 HDT-P or A
and 241-mm
film
2.	 WBVT in storage	 2.	 WBVT in storage
3.	 CCT-X available
	
3.	 Data can be con-	 2.	 CCT-P or A r
on request or	 verted to HDT or	 available
through histori-	 CCT-X (no deci-	 on order
cal data set (no
	
sion about his-
funding to con-	 torical data set)
tinue with con-
version after
FY83 )
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The committee recommends that the selection of remotely sensed
data to be permanently archived should be done recognizing the
following points;
1. ;.'rata are taker and preserved on a lifet %* based on antici-
pated need and modified by actual use,
2. The problem exists of exactly what data should be saved.
Specific data products are of interest to only a limited
number of users, and conversely, it can be argued that
most ( if not all) data products could be of dome use to
some users. The principle of diminishing ,returns applies;
the data base should serve the greatest possible number of
users within the identified constraints of storage capacity
and shelf life.
3. Neither EDC, NASA, nor any single user group can adequately
identify or select data for retention or destruction.
4. The archivist, EDC, has an obligation as a publicly funded
entity to solicit advice from knowledgeable representatives
of all the major users of remotely sensed data, including,
at a minimum p representatives from federal agencies, uni-
versities, private industry, and service companies. Points
of contact should include the Land Remote Sensing Satellite
Advisory Committee ( R. J. Keating, Committee Executive
Direct or ) a Ge sa r m i FlyLh..	 C t .ic,w".Z^..ue f F. B. Fici dcroon, 111f,
President'), and others selected to adequately represent
the range of scientific disciplines using remotely sensed
data.
S. The user should pay some archival coats, but this cost
should impact most directly the groups requiring the great-
est quantity of archived data. The establishment of a
basic data set ehould be pursued in light of recommenda-
tions offered by the users. User groups requiring data
archives in excess of the basic (historic) data set should
be asked to pay a proportionately greater portion of the
cost. One could accomplish this by establishing a two-
tiered pricing structure, where products external to the
"basic data set" would be priced higher.
IV. CENTRAL INQUIRY FOR ALL GOVERNMENT ACQUIRED REMOTELY S
A. REVIEW OF PAST SUBCOMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
In the first Data Management Subcommittee report, issued in
November 19780
 it was recommended that "a centralized inquiry
system for information regarding all government-acquired re-
motely sensed data and ultimately a central, archival and dis-
tribution system for remotely sensed data be established." It
8
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was pointed out that there was a considerable body of data
acquired by various government agencies which might be of use
in a wide range raf applications if only people were aware of
its existence an4 of how to access it. With wider usage of
existing remote sensing data, it would become easier for gov-
erment agencies to recommend and support appropriations for
Additional funding of space vehicles.
In its second report, issued in December 1979, the subcommittee
again called for a centralized inquiry system.	 In the year
after the first report was issuedp little progress was made
toward implementing this system.	 It was recognized that such
a system was a long-term project requiring special funding.
Therefore, it was suggested that as an interim solution, a
listing of agencies which have such data available should be
compiled alongg with the types of dat* and the methods for pro-
curing it and determining its aerial coverage. 	 Several agen-
cies had published bulletins along these linesy but the data
were scattered and it was difficult to find out what dnta were
available without contacting each individual agency. 	 The Na-
tional Cartographic Information Center (NC IC ) was recognized
as the only agency attempting to unite other sources by main-
taining a computer library of all USGS data as well as many
state and private sources of remotely sensed data.
B.	 PRESENT STATUS
The goal of a central inquiry system has obviously not been
achieved in the three years since the last subcommittee report.
But there has been some progress in that direction.
	
The g ROS
Data Center provides a list titled "Sources of Remote Sensing
Data," in which it provides a description of a number of gov-
erment agencies and the types of data each one has available.
The list is very general in nature, but it does give addresses
and phone numbers of the agencies involved to make it easier
to access the data of interest.
A number of agencies publish their own catalogs, but these are
not widely distributed.	 The NCIC still provides the closest
approach to a central inquiry system.	 It operates a computer-
ized indexing system which lists the holdings of many federal
agencies as well as state agencies and some private sources.
This system points the user to the source of a particular type
of data, but the user still must contact the holding agency to
acquire the data.	 The federal agencies which have data in-
cluded in the listing are:
1.	 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).
2.	 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 'NOAA).
3.	 Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS).
4.	 Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
5.	 National Archives and Records Service (R9RS).
a
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
U ► S. Forest Service.
Library of Congress, Geography, and Map Division.
Soil Conservation Service (SCS).
Tennessee V&lley Authority (TVA).
Department of Defense (DOD).
'U.S. Corps of Engineers (USCE) .
The EROS Data Center provides the closest approach to a single
source of remote sensing data. It archives Landsat data as
well as much of the data from Skylab, Apollo, and Gem.Lni mis-
sions. Most of the NASA-sponsored high-altitude aerial pho-
tography is cataloged and otored at EROS as well as USGS
conventional aerial photography and a considerable amount of
aerial photography from the following agencies:
Army Map Service (AM).
.Air Force.
Navy.
bureau of Land Management.
Bureau of Reclamation.
Wallops Flight Center (NASA) (Chesapeake Bay Ecological
Program).
Marshall Flight Center (NASA).
U.S. Corps of Engineers.
South Dakota State University.
Mississippi Test Facility (NASA).
University of Mi,:higan.
13,.FA chief problem is that with the exception of the Landsat
d*ta, the user never is guaranteed that there are not other
useful, available data still in the possession of the providing
agency. Therefore, the user must go to the holding agency to
ensure that he is aware of complete coverage of a particular
area. The advantage of using the EROS Data Center is that the
coverage that it holds has been selected to provide what ap-
pears to represent the better-quality coverage of a particular
area. Therefore, many users will find what they need by
searching only at the EROS Data. Center.
It would appear that at the time of this report, NCIC ils the
best hope for development of a central inquiry system. NCIC
is receptive to and in the past has encouraged other agencies
to provide the necessary information to catalog each agency's
data. The main roadblock to providing such a comprehensive
catalog resides in the individual .agencies themselves. A par-
ticular agency, first of ally needs sufficient money to under-
take the task of compiling the necessary information. It could
safely be assumed that before an agency would request the
Funds, it would need an incentive to do so. It would require
great expense and a monumental effort in terms of manpower, for
a particular agency to research its own data and compile a
listing in a usable format for cataloging. The NCIC is ready
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
li.
10
Tand willing to develop the software to convert an agency's
format to that of the NCIC. So the particular format of a
list is not as important as the actual development of a list.
Ir	 In the case of clier data, the necessary geographi^i coordinates
may be difficultif not impossible, to establish. In addi-
Lion, much o^ this data is not in machine-readable form and
cannot W easily formatted. With respect to small amounts of
data with very low user interest, the incentive to expend such
a great effort may not be there. An interesting question is,
•	 Chen, how is user demand determined if most users do not know
of the existence of the data?
C. FOR THE FUTURE
The Data Management Subcommittee still supports the concept of
a central inquiry system for all types of remotely sensed data.
At this rime, the NCIC inquiry system seems to be the most
complete.	 However, its separateness from the most complete
data archive (EDC) is a potential, problem.	 We recognize that
a great deal of time and money will be needed to include old
data in a central inquiry system. 	 Therefore, we encourage
each individual agency to evaluate each of its data holdings
in terms of quality, size, and demand in considering whether
or not to provide the necessary information to the data base.
Progress along these lines has been painfully slovy but with
the continual encouragement of the user community, the process
might be speeded up.
The subcommittee strongly recommends that any new data acquired
by any agency should be recorded and stored with the necessary
geographic information in machine-readable form for immediate
listing in the data base. 	 While the amount of money to refor-
mat and list previously acquired data is substantial, that
required to properly record new data is almost insignificant
in relay on to the overall cost of acquiring the data.	 If
each agency recognizes its obligation to provide the proper
information, the problem then becomes one of interagency co-
operation rather than money.
V. DATA PREVIEW CAPABILITY
Regardless of specific user application, there is a need to evalu-
ate the quality of Landsat images which are available for given
geographical regions prior to ordering data products.	 Particularly
when cloud cover is present over a portion of the scenep a numeri-
cal quality rating or cloud cover percentage is not adequate for
selection of suitable imagery.	 As data prices increase, it becomes
even more important that the user be confident that the highest-
quality data available are being ordered. 	 Price aside, a signifi-
cant amount of time may be wasted if an image, upon arrival, proves
to be unusabl!: and a replacement image must be ordered. 	 The only
solution appears to be the provision of one or more ways of viewing
ll
tthe images firsthand prior to ordering.	 At present, this can be
done only by viewing black-and-white microfilms at the EROS Data
Center $ at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center $ or at one of the sev-
eral browse files scattered around the country.
One important aspect of the data preview issue relates to the time
lag between scene acquisition and the user's viewing of a preview
image.	 The present microfilm browse file system is updated quar-
terly $ so several months may elaps%, before a scene is actually
available for examination.
	
Earlier recommendations by the Geosat
Data Management Subcommittee were for a ". 	 . .	 'quick look' system
to judge overall quality of date and specific coverage within
72 hours after an inquiry is made" (1) and ".	 .	 . minimally proc-
essed remote sensing data on paper. or film distributed to him soon.
after the satellite data have been received at a receiving
station" (2).
Present plans within NOAA and at the EROS Data Center include the
production of a microimage microfiche series which will be keyed
to the paths, rows, and zones of the Landsat Worldwide Reference
System.
	
It is anticipated that the fiches will be available about
18 days after scene acquisition; new packets of fiches will prob-
ably be mailed weekly.	 At least as originally planned, the
251 paths or ground tracks of the satellite would ". . . form the
basis for identifying 10 'regions' covering the major land masses
of the world.	 The 124 Rows, or lines of latitude intersecting the
Paths, [would bed divided into three major 'zones' for the north;
south and polar areas of the Earth" ( Landsat Data Users Notes
No. 5, March 1979).	 Users will be able to order microimage fiches
for any zone or region individually or any combination thereof.	 A
subscription service will be available from the EROS Data Center
to keep user files updated as new fiches are produced. 	 To make
such a system feasible, a functioning TD RSS (Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System) must be operational. 	 This is necessary in
order to process and access the data in. order according to path
and row number.
	
The T.DRSS is scheduled to become operational dur-
ing 1983. 
In light of strong assurances from NOAA's Landsat Program Director
and the chief of the EROS Data Center that the microimage system
will become available as soon as technically possible, the Data
Management Subcommittee has relaxed its position somewhat. We
feel that while the 72-hour examination copies would be more de-
sirable, the fiche images, if provided as quickly as described
above, will provide a workable alternative.
VI. FLEXIBLE PRICING STRUCTURE
NOAA has targeted for a typical response time of 2 weeks from time
of actual image acquisition to the distr3.bution of film $
 paper
products, and CCTs. This response time is generally adequate for
geoscience applications. This "pipeline" approach has many advan-
tages; however $ some limitations exist.
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rFirst, users that need quick access to data--far example, one or
two days--should be provided this access if they are willing to
pay the price. This flexibility should enlarge the customer base
and provide more revenue for NOAH.
Secondp current pricer, will indeed eliminate access to data prod-
ucts for some users altogether. The university environment will
be substantially affected. Off-the-shelf packages of imagery--
both hard copy and digital--could be provided at a nominal cost.
Although lacking in flexibility, these prepared data sets could
address some of the educational needs.
The Geosat Committee recognizes the importance of maintaining a
viable path between remotely sensed data and our educational
facilities.
VII. DATA FORMAT
As indicated in Appendix C of this reportp there is a growing num-
ber of remote sensing systems that will be producing data for the
public; worldwide. To avoid the inefficient situation in which a
user would have to maintain diffe;;ent systems to use each type of
data, we urge the agencies involved to adopt a single format. By
virtue of its existence and worldwide acceptance, the EDC Landsat
MSS computer-compatible tape format, Version 1.0, would be the
obvious choice.
VIII. CLASSIFIED REMOTE SENSING DA A
•
Soon after its formation in 1976 9 the Geosat Committee became in-
terested in the possibility that the civil satellite remotely
sensed data base might be improved by data from the military sec-
tor. We have also recognized that future release of presently
classified remote sensing data could lead to serious problems for 	 s
private sector firms involved in the commercialization of civil
satellite remote sensing data.
The Geosat Committee raised
national security co, unity
able to our user community,
data. The committee contril
the Carter administration.
rective 54 (November 1979).
the possibility with members of the
of reclassifying, i.e., making avail-
some of its satellite remote sensing
3uted to two major studies conducted by
These studies led to Presidential Di-
?the two previous Data Management Subcommittee reports contained
recommendations on the reclassification issue:
November 1978-"R;cently, there has been a greater effort to deter-
mane if data is available in government files which is currently
classified but could be released for public use. We applaud this
recent effort and strongly encourage the declassificatio:? of as
13
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much of this data as possible and make it available to the user
community for evaluation,"
December 1979--"The practicality of declassification of classified
remotely sensed data should be evaluated by initiation of a pilot
project in a limited geographic area. The pilot project would be
useful in .identifying methodologies for declassification in assess-
ing the value of this data in locating critical natural resources."
As a result of the two reports; the committee continued discussing
the issue with people in the intelligence community and particular-
ly the National Security Council. A subcommittee of remote sensing
geologists was formed by Geosat to review classified data. We
proposed to the NSC to use the Geosat-NASA test c,sse program sites
to study the value of classified remote sensing data to our users.
Up to now, however, there has been no official action by the gov-
ernment on our requests.
Although the change in administration in 1931 delayed resolution
of the issue, the United States government is currently deciding
what to do with both civil and military remote sensing data under
Presidential Directive 54. The decision on civil data is to work
toward commercialization. The government has articulated no policy
on classified data and has made do response to our proposal for a
study of classified information systems utilizing the Geosat-NASA
test case sites. Should the Geosat Committee wish to participate
in a study of the test case sites; we would have to actively push
for it. it is unclear whether or not the government would be will-
ing to cooperate. Further, w-f  have no assurance that, even if
classified data were to prove useful to our purposes, we would
ever be given access to it. In fact, a positive study could have
the opposite result.
While recognizing the complexity of the issue, the Data Management
Subcommittee of the Geosat Committee wishes to reiterate how impor-
tant it is that the U.S. government make a specific public decision
on its policy regarding classified remotely sensed satellite data.
We remain ready to cooperate in a joint effort between industry
and government to re view the potential value of currently classi-
fied data for possible reclassification and public documentation.
The joint Geosat-NASSA test case program is now essentially com-
plete; the sites would be particularly useful in a reclassification
study. In addition, the Geosat Committee would welcome the oppor-
tunity to continue discussing the issues with people in government.
Therefore, the Data Management Subcommittee of the Geosat Committee
recommends that the United States gover, -kent, with the help of the
Geosat Committee and others as appropriare,
14
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1.	 Evaluate the desirability of providing reclassified or other
currently unavailable government remotely sensed data to the
growing civil satellite remote sensing data base.
2.	 As rapidly as possible, provide a clear and definitive public
answer to the user community regarding the eventual reclassifi-
cation of any data from classified remote sensing data sources
and its eventual access and distribution to the user community
during the next decade or Beyond.
RE':P ; REN CE S
I.	 Geosat Data Management Subcommittee Report, "Management of Satellite
Acquired Earth Resources Data--Recommendations From the User Commu-
nity," November 1975.
2.	 Geosat Data Management Subcommittee Reportp "Management of Satellite
Acquired Earth Resources Data--Part IIp" December 1979.
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APPENDIX A
LANDSAT 4 DESCRIPTION
A complete description of Landsat 4 was published in Issue 23 of the
Landsat Data Users Notes f a copy of which is included in this report.
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LANDSAT 4
The Landsat satellites have been a valuable and prolific
source of remotely sensed Earth resource data since the first
Landsat was launched in July 1972 Although use of tMr data
grew gradually at first, researchers made considerable pro
wess in a relatively short time As processing and information
xtraction techniques became more advanced, the application
of Landsat data to practical problems in resource monitoring
and management expanded greatly Two more satellites were
launched in 1S'5 and 1978, enabling this work to continue
Today. 1 1 nations worldwide have the capability to dir actly
receive and process data from Landsat. In addition, more ti .an
100 nations now make serious use of Landsat data for
resource evaluation and management. The practical applica
Lions of Landsat data are found in such activities as oil and
mineral exploration, agriculture, land use monitoring and plan
ning, forestry, range management, water management, and
map making.
To date, however, the Landsat program has officially been
an experimental effort. The same basic sensor package has
been flown aboard the three Landsats orbited since 1972, and
the methods by which the sensor data are transformed into
user products, originally designed for research and develop
ment activities, continue to be time consuming and at times
unreliable.
An operational, second generation, Earth sensing capability
will be brought into use this su-nmer after nearly a decade of
developmental effort. This new system is known as Landsat 4,
and it was launched on July 16. 1982.
The impetus for the Landsat 4 prugr am came primarily from
the recognition of certain limitations in th _ performance of the
multispectral scanner (MSS) sensing instrument, the primary
sensor aboard every Landsat since 1972. A new sensor
system with improved spatial resolution, spectral separation,
geometric fidelity, and radiometric accuracy was needed and
therefore became the subject of a aesign effort initiated in the
early 1970's. This effort has been in the execution phase since
1977. The second generation, improved, Earth observing sen
sor that emerged is called the thematic mapper (TM).
The TM relies heavily on the technology of the first
generation sensor, th3 MSS, but it achieves many im-
provements in capability which will add substantially to the of
fectiveness with which Landsat. data can be used. A four band
MSS, similar to those flown before, is also carried on Landsat 4
and will collect data simultaneously with the TM. The two sen
sors, along with a vastly improved ground processing capabili
ty, will form a complete, highly automated data gathering
system designed to serve the remote sensing community for
the remainder of this decade.
Five major objectives for the Landsat 4 program have been
identified by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion (NASA):
1. To assess the capability of the TM, and its associated
ground systems, to provide improved information for Earth
resources management.
2. To provide for continued availability of MSS data.
3. To provide a transition from MSS data to the higher resolu
tion and data rate of the TM.
3. To provide for system level feasibility demonstrations to
define the characteristics of an operational land satellite
system, including transfer of Landsat 4 management from
NASA to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra
tion (NOAH).
5. To permit continued reception of Landsat data by other na
tions.
This issue of the Landsat Data Users NOTES incl:jdes a
special review of the major elements of the Landsat 4 system.
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The overall Landsat 4 system is considerably
more complex than the Landsat 1, 2, and 3
systerns (an exploded view of the spacecraft is
provided on this page) Not only is Landsat 4's
Earth coverage pattern different, but it is design
ed to interact with a number of other satellite
systems for data relay, communications, and orbit
control.
The observation platform is NASA's Multimis
Sion Modular Spacecraft (MMS), which provides
power, altitude and attitude control, and onboard
command and data handling. The MMS has an im
proved attitude control capability over that of
previous Landsat s,, The pointing accuracy
is specified to be within GO 1 degree (1 sigma), and
the stability is specified to be within 10-6
degree/second (1 sigma). 'These values :ompare
with the 0.7 degree pointing accur icy and
0.01 degreelsecond stability associated with Lan
Bats 1 through 3. In addition, the attitude control
system information provided by the MMS is sup
plemented by an angular displacement sensor
mounted on the TM. The angular displacement
sensor provides the more precise information that
may be needed to account for the effects of
vibration (jitter) on the Image data. The MMS is also
designed for retrieval by the Space Shuttle.
An( her mayor advance in the Landsat 4 system
is represented in its capability to communicate
with the new Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
(TDRS) system which Is scheduled to begin deploy
ment in 1983. The TDRS vehicles will relay data
from the satellite to Earth in near real time, thus
eliminating the need to rely upon onboard tape
recorders, which have had limited lifetimes on
previous Landsat missions.
The TDRS antenna located on the Landsat 4
spacecraft will permit command signals, telemetry
signals, and TM and MSS sensor observations to
be relayed, through one of the two TDRS satellites
n geostationary orbit, to a single ground receiving
stag,.,
 at White Sands, N. Mex. To handle the high
data communication rates that are employed by
Landsat 4, as well as other spacecraft served by
TDRS, the TDRS system will use a Ku band fre
quency for communications to the ground. This
frequency will support simultaneous transmis-
sion of both T1vl and MSS data.
A domestic communications satellite (DOMSAT)
system will be used to transmit sensor data from
White Sands to the data processing facility at the
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in Greenbelt,
Md., and subsequently to the Landsat data
distribution center at the Earth Resources Obser
vation Systems (EROS) Data Center in Sioux Falls,
S. Dak.
In addition to the roles of the TDRS and DOM
SAT systems, Global Positioning System (GPS)
navigation satellites are expected to provide Land
sat 4 with highly accurate position and velocity
data. These data will be usedd both on board Land-
sat 4 and on the ground, where downlinked date
could be used for geometric correction of TM and
MSS imagery. Only 5 of the 18 GPS satellites that
are planned, however. will be in orbit in ttwE early
1990'5
A diagram depicting all the satellites with which
Landsat 4 will interact is provided on page 3.
The Landsat 4 spacecraft is also able to corn
i nunicate with, and send data directly to, in range
ground receiving stations worldwide. For this pur
pose. X band frequencies will be used for handling
the TM and M55 data streams. Those stations not
equipped to receive X band transmissions will be
able to obtain only MSS data in real time, using an
5 bar Td frequency as have prel sous Landsats.
Delays in the deployment of the TDRS system
are expected to significantly limit the arnount of
TM data that car. be acquired by this means during
the early phases of the Landsat 4 mission A
transportable ground station located at GSFC has
therefore been provided to allow real time IM
data acquisition over the eastern United States, to
approximately 1000? W longitude. TM data ac
quisition capabilities for the remainder of the
United States will be provided following the
deployment of the first TDRS vehicle (anticipated
it early 1993). Landsat 4 MSS data will be acquired
through the existing U.S ground station network
and selected non U.5, stations until the T DRS
system is fully operational.
From Goddard, radiometrically corrected MSS
data in digital form will be relayed, again via DOM
SAT, to the EROS Data Center (EDC). There, the
data will be processed into master reproducible
241 mm (9-inch) film negatives, and stored in the
form of high density digital tapes (HDT's). No
satellite transmissions of TM data between God
dard and EDC are planned. TM products will be in
the form of 241 mm film and computer-compatible
tapes (CCT's) produced at GSFC and will be ship-
ped by air freight to the EDC distribution facility.
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characterized by its large deployed mast which
supports the TDRS antenna and by its single wing
solar array. The long dimension of the spacecraft
body (the roll axis) Tres in the plane of the orbit, the
yaw axis is oriented to the local vertical (parallel to
the antenna mast), and the pitch axis Is normal to
the orbit plane and parallel to the axis of rotation
of the solar array.
The principal sensing instruments, the TM and
the MSS, are located at the forward end of the in
strument module. Each sensing Instrument uses a
moving mirror assembly to scan In the crosstrack
direction (perpendicular to the spacecraft ground
track) and depends upon the relative motion of
the spacecr, +" t   , l f ^^e the along t rack scar..
July 1082
SENSORS
In terms of basic dc^slgn, there are at least two
fundamental differerTCes between ttx^ MSS and
T-M First, the TM scans and obtains (fate in both
directions. The b idirectional approach was
employed to reduce the scan rate and provide the
dwell time needed to produce improved
radiometric accuracy. Second, *he TM detector at
rays are located within the primary focal plane of
the instrument, allowing Incoming light to be
reflected directly onto the detectors without
transmission through fiber optics, as with the
MSS. This configuration minimizes any loss in the
intensity of incoming radiation. However, it re
quires that the detector arrays for various spec-
tral bandwidths be spaced apart in the focal plane
by the equivalent of several raster lines, meaning
that the same point on the ground is not
simultaneously scanned in all seven bands Ac
curate TM band to band , egistration will thus de
pend on precise time registration and scan mirror
profile linearity and repeatability.
Thematic Mapper
I t Iv I M opc2r ,jt(25 In seven spectral bands. The
selection of bands for this sensor was the subject
of considerable study arid debate. The band
designations, sp, actrni r anges, and principal app5ca
dons are as follows:
	
• Band 1	 (0.45 0.52 µm)
Designed for water body penetration, making
it Useful for coastal water mapping. Also
useful for differentiation of sod from vegeta-
tion, and deciduous from coniferous flora.
	
• Band 2
	 (0.520 60 µm)
Designed to measure visible green reflectance
	
r,eak of	 (jetation for vigor assessment.
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As shown in the accorT I I' iyirlg cutaway
diagram, the TM is amounted in the spacecraft in a
horizontal position with the sun shadE- pointirig
toward Earth Directly above the sun shade aper
ture is a scan mirror Burr mounded by its drive
mechanisms, control olectronics, and scan monitor
hardware. The primary mirror is mounted about
halfway down thu length of tt.e telescope, preced
ed by optical baffling and the secondary mirror.
Directly behind the primary mirror are the scan
line corrector, internal calibrator, and the visible
detector focal plane with its mounting hardware
and alignment mechanisms. The radiative cooler(containing the cooled focal plane assembly), relay
optics, and infrared detector arrays are located on
the instrument •s aft end The electronics package
is contained in a wedge-shaped box above the
telescope and contains the multiplexer, power
supplies, signal amplifiers, and filters for all than
refs.
The detector assemblies for spectral bands 1 4
are located at the primary focal plane and employ
16 detectors for each band. The detractor
assemblies At the roolr Ad foral plane consist of two
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• 1iand 3	 (0.63.0,69 lam)
A chlorophyll absorption band Important f(''
vegetation discrimination
• Band 4	 (0.760.90 µm)
Useful for determining biomass content and
for delineation of water bodies
• Band 5	 0 55 1.75 µm)
Indicative. of vegetation moisture content and
soil moisture. Also useful for differentiation of
snow from clouds.
* Band 6	 0 0.40 12 50 lam)
A thermal infrared band of use in vegetation
stress analysis •
 soil moisture discrimination,
and thermal mapping.
• Band 7	 (2.082.35 pm)
A band selected for its potential for
discriminating rock types and for hydrother
mal mapping.
These s pectral bands were chosen primarily for
vegetation monitoring. The one exception is band
7, which was added primarily for geological apulica
tions.
An Important design goal was the achievement
of better radiometric sensitivity In all bands. The
radiometric sensitivity of the TM (table 1) is much
improved over that of the MSS, even though the
TM spectral bandwidth. , , are narrower and the
ground sample size (pixel size) Is smaller. In cor)junc
tics) with this Improvement. the number of quan
tization levels has been increased from 64 to 256.
Improved spatial resolution (over that of the
MSS) is another attribute of the TM. A pixel size of
30 m (ground resolution) in all but band 6 will allow
classification of areas as small as 2 1 4 to 4 ha (6 to
10 acres). Band 6, a thermal band, will achieve a pix
el size of 120 m on the ground.
These performance levels were determined by
such factors as: (1) the detector ii lstantaneous
field of view (IFOV), which is a function of detector
size and focal length of the telescope; (2) the optics
of the telescope and the scan mirror, which were
designed to minimize diffraction and blur; aril. (3)
the electronic frequency response of the system,
which was dictated by the dv.ell time afforded by
other components of the system. Summaries of
anticipated TM performance param(Oer , , are
given in tables 2 and 3.
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high resolution, r 1earinfrar Ed] bands (5 and 7) with
16 detectors each, and cxle thermal banel (band 6)
with four detectors. Thus, during each scan mirror
sweep, 16 scan lines of data are generated for
each of bands 1 5 and 7, arid four are gvr ivrated
for band 6.
A scan angle monitor on the scan mirror passes
signals to the timing mechanism In the multiplexer
to Indicate the beginning, mldscan, arid end of the
p r-jod In the scan mirror's travel when data Pre
taken In the forward scan direction. Equivalent
sign-tls are provided for the beginning, mldscan,
and end of the reverse scan. A "line stop" signal at
the end of each scan (both forward and reverse)
Indicates the end of the formatting period and Is
buff—d and retransmitted to the scan line cor
rector to initiate motions which correct for
overlap.
The scan line corrector, located in front of the
prime focal plane, rotates the TM line of sight
backward along the ground track to generate
scan fines which are tatras,jht and perpendicular to
the ground track. During each turnaround period
of the scan mirror, thr- Intr-rnal ralibratnr
TABLE 2
Significant Thematic Mapper Parameters
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and revorse (ea5tato ,west) Eci,M. The Ritchey.
Chretein telescope images the scanned w0rie
energy onto the prime focal plane or the scan line
corrector is operating to provide Forward and
rovema scan swaths adjacent to each other. At
the prime focal plane, each bond (bands 1A)
employs a 16-olement detector array to translate
the sensed scene energy Into low , levol electrical
signals which are amplified, converted to 8-bit
digital words, and then multiplexed into an
84.9•megabit-por•second (Mbps) data stream
which is transmitted to the ground, A two.mirrQr,
all-reflective relay relmages the incoming energy
from bands 5, 6, and 7 onto the cooled focal plane
located In the radiative cooler. At the cooled focal
plane also, energy Is converted Into low-level elec.
trical signals, amplified, and translated Into 8,bit
digital words which are multiplexed Into an
ORDIT AND COVERAGE
Landsat 4 Is expected to assume a repetitive,
circolar,Sun-synchronous, near-polar orbit at a
nominal altitude of 705 km (431 ml) over the
equator, The satellite will cross the equator at ap,
proximately 9:45 a.m. on each pass. Each orbit will
take nearly 99 minutes, and the spacecraft will
complete just over '14 fla orbits per day, co verIng
the entire Earth (poles excepted) every 16 days,
MWor orbital characteristics are shown in the
diagram below.
This compares to the similar but higher orbits of
Landsats 1, 2, and 3, which had altitudes of 920 km(570 mi), completec, each orbit In 103 minutes (14
times a day), and covered the Earth every 18
days,
The lower orbit of Landsat 4—necessary for
the 30•m ground resolution of thematic mapper
data--results In an Earth coverage cycle
significantly different from that of the earlier
Landsats, For Landsat 4, the a,.;),,Pcent swath to
the west of a Qrevlous swath Is covered 7 days
later. This Is In contrast to Landsats 1, 2, and 3,
where the adjacent swath to the west was
established just I day later. A con-
venient way to visualize the Landsat 4 coverage
pattern Is to remember that the distance be-
GROUND TRACK
INCLINATION = 98-2°
84.9 ,Mbps data stream for transmission to the
ground.
Multispectral Scanner
The MSS on Landsat 4 Is similar to the MS5 in.
5truments that were flown on Landsot-3 1, 2, and
3, However, in order to provide MSS data compati.
ble with that acquired from the higher orbits
flown by Londsots 1, 2, and B (about 920 I'm), the
optics of the Landsat 4 MSS system ha-v e oc;:m ad,
Justed so that the pixel sizes approximates an
80•m ground area, In addition, a now numbering
system Is being used to designate the four spec-
tral bands of the Landsat 4 MSS, What are known
as bands 4, 5. 6, and 7 on the previous MSS sen.
sors, are now known, respectively, as Landsat 4
MSS bands 1, 2, 3, and 4. This Is a change In desIgna•
Lion only. The spectral coverage of the Instrument
will remain the same.
tween any two consecutive orbits (moving west.
ward) Is 2,752 km at the equator. The rest of the
area between these ground tracks fills In over a
16—day period, whereupon the coverage pattern
starts repeating Itself,
At the equator, adjacent swaths overlap at the
edges by 7.6 por'cc it, Moving from the equator
toward either pole, this "sldelap" Increases
because of the fixed swath width of 185 km.
The Iand5at 4 16-day ground covergo cycle Is
accomplished In 233 orbits, rn.akIng It Incompatible
With the 251 -orbit Worldwide Reference System(WRS) path/row Indexing scheme that Is used with
data from previous Landsats, The WRS path/row
system for Landsat 4 Is made up of 233 paths
numbered from 001 to 233, east to west, with
path 001 crossing the equator at 64.95 0 W,
longitude, The same number of rows, however,
are still used, The rows are positioned so that row
60 coincides with the equator at the orbit's
descending node, there being 248 rows In all,
Successive orbits and framing operations will be
carefully controlled to ensure minimal variation to
either side from the Intended ground track and
precise framing from top to bottom so that suc.
cessive images of a specific scene can be
"registered," or overlaid, accurately,
ALTITUDE = 705 KM(Nominal)
TIME OF DAY = 9:45A(Local)
DIRECTION
OF TRAVEL ORBIT PERIOD = 98.9 MINUTES
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GROUND SEGMENT
The Landsat 4 ground segment activity can be
divided into two parts, one representing the
facilities and preprocessing performed at Goddard
and the other representing the final processing
and distribution of data at EDC. A chart showing
significant milestones for the ground segment
over the next few years Is provided below.
Goddard Space Flight Center
The Goddard portion of the ground segment
consists ofo Control and Simulation Fac ility, ok0o
s|on Management Facility, on 1rnogo Generation
PmcUlty^a Landsat Assessment System, and the
Transportable Ground Station, The Image Genera,
tion Facility (10F) is the most Important of there,
from the point of view, for here |s where
tho rovv instrument dot,, from the satellite are
processed toward final products for distribution,
The {CSP receives and processes raw Instrument
data to produce film and digital Londsat data pro.
ducts from both the MSS and TK4 sensor systems.
Importantly, there are two distinct imago process,| g subsystemstn providefo | t apanabUi'
cyor /xo and MSS processing, By doing this, the
flow of MSS data to the user community can be
maintained without being ffe t d by the dote
processing research and development that will be
going #n (for at least the first year) with 7K4date.
The computer systems used to process both
types of data also Incorporate a high degree of
redundancy to maximize processing reliability.
The MSS element of the /GF was scheduled to
become operational 14 days after launch, The TK4
element will function Initially In a research and
development mode and will subsequently evolve
Into an operational system after the TM sensor
and Its performance are characterized,
Within the |GF' MSS data are tobe produced ato
rate of about 18B scenes per day during the first
months of operation, and it will be possible to |n^
crease this rate tp 2OO scenes perday |fdemand
warrants, These preprocessed data will bm|nthe
form of nad|prnetdoaUy corrected, high-density
digital tapes (HOT-A's). The HDT+A data will be
transmitted via [JOK4S4`7 to the EROS Data
Center, at Siw^^lls, 5,Da^ where geometric
corrections)
	
applied and various user pro
ducts in both digital and film format will produm
od'
The
	 of
TM data will be more complex, Primarily duo to the
increased data output of,
 tho fonsor 
and its
a5E,ociatod ground systems. The need to perform
engineering assessments and validations, and the
fact that itia not possible to implement o full TM
processing capability prior tm launch, are also fnc`
toru. Operational output of TM data products is
not expected until January 1985.|nt>/o first year after launch, TK» data will beac-
quired primarily over the United Stator, at  rate
of30ocenmo per day and will bestorodutGSFC
for processinginthe event oF early failure #fthe
TM. From these S0scenoz. 7K4 data will be pr#'
cosyed at GSFC at a rate of approximately 1
scone perday. These da+a will oo produced 1nthe
form of: (1] 241 -mm b|ach'ond'vvhibo paper prints-
and G|rn transparencies for each of the seven
bonds #f the TM; (2)falsa'oz|or composites made
from bands 2, g. and 4; and (3) computer.
compatible tapes,
Those data will be used tu evaluate the perPor,
rnancoof the 7K4 and will h g a close approximation.|n terms of format, to the standard products t#be
eventually Produced by the 7K4|rnaQeProcessing
System (T/PS) within the |(SF. The TIPS will begin
opera tion In July 188B Sample data acquired Inthe
f|nat year, before the TIPS |s operational, will bo
distributed toE[}Cto permit the availability ofat
least e ||rnitad amount of TM scene deta. These
products will be available n# earlier then approx'
irnato|y BO days after launch, and distribution will
be made only with NASA's concurrence, The price
structure for sales of these early dato will be an'
n#uncedbyNOAA before August 1'18g2.
\^ ' lien the TIPS begins operation, data will bepro,
ce^^^data rate ofapproximately 12 scenes per
day. This will continue untUjanuary1985 when the
TK4 ground processing systems et Goddard and all
associated Landsat 4 systems will become the
responsibility of NO4A to manage In an opera'
t|ona| rnode. Fully processed (nsd|ornetr|ca||y and
geometrically corrected) TM data will then bepro.
IVISS Transition
	
133 IVISS Scenes/Day	 to NOAA	 12 TIVI Scenes/Day
Processing Capability
Launch	
1983
I&	
I	 IF	 IF	
1985
July	 Sept	 Oct	 Jan Feb	 June July	 Jan
	
Ground	 T	 50 TIVI Scen%i/Day
Acceptance	 Launch	 Laurich
8
cluced at a rate  of about 50 scenes per day.
A paramount concern in the c1m,19n and develop,
ment of the Landsat 4 ground soomet it has been
the necessity for generating quality data products
In a timely manner, A 48 ,hour turnaround in the
IGF Is ,-) clesign objective, and a high level of
"backup" capability using proven data processing
components has been Incorporated wherever
possible. New Image generation procedures also
allow ample margin for reprocessing t -.bstantlal
part of the production requirement G-,,h day, If
necessary, to eliminate errors caught In quality
The radiome.tric correction procedures have
been a subject of key Interest, It Is expected that,
forthe MSS, a calibration-wedge approach will be
used to assess absolute and band-to-band fidelity
during Landsat 4 operation, and scene content
h|stograrnnn|ng will be used tornon|tordetector-to'
detector gain and bias and to achieve the±1quan'
turn level specification, On the TM, a series of
three lamps will be operating at different |ntmn'
s|t|aato provide e|ght|eve|sqfcaUbrat|onIntensity
over the range of response for the Instrument.
The geometric correction specifications for M5S
and TIM data are quite stringent, especially for the
Tk4. The improved attitude control capability of
Landsat 4 may expedite the processing of k4S5
data In particular, However, the Installation of the
angular displacement sensor on the TM reflects
the concern for the so-called ^]|tter" effects that
can result from the Interaction of the scan vibra'
t|ons produced by the MSS and TM mirrors and
the drive mechanisms of the TORS antenna and
the solar array. The Information provided by the
angular displacement sensor will be used to ac-
count
fect the band-to ,band registration and other
geometric specifications already noted,
Corrections by the ground processing system
must also be made to account for off- ,nadlr ("^;,:iw-
t|a') effects and scan gap or overlaps in TM data
TABLE 
L""usa+o Ground Segment Performance Requirements
Turnaround: 48 hours after ocoinmf raw
sensor uata at UScto
generation of archivalducts (worst case averaged
over /uda,$).
nadmmetr.c error correction ± 1 quantum level over full
«e/amve.ntepu"tectvm ,anov.
(jeume ncerro,ourr"c m^ nspensv	 wmm	 tor
^o^ma/ conditions wax txv timeu °.sv,nx'entgrr)und control points); ground=on,rol points that can
be Correlated),
Temporal registration error. o3 sensor pixel yq percent mr
the time	 with sufficient con,
trm points that Cori uocor
related),
Map projections supported; Space Oblique worc^to*
^
9	 ^
'
'/
'
^W
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that	 because of normal variation in or.
bito|m|tituda
Algorithms to account for  theeffects mention,
ud above, and others, are being developed andvvN
bm supplemented to attain the geodetic and tern'
pono| registration requirements specified for Land.
sat 4 data. The selection and use of ground control
points will bean Integral part of the overall pro,
cess and will beon especially challenging procedure
where the accuracies needed for the TM data
become Involved, Table 4 summarizes e few ofthe
major performance requirements of the I-andaat4
ground segment.
EROS Data Center
The EOC portion of the Landsat4 gnoundsog'
rnentwiU handle any additional processing #fthe
data not done by Goddard, This Includes final fnp
rnatt|ng of the da+a Into user products, the ap^
p|icat|on of optional corrections and
enhancements as specified by usmrs, and the
operation of all Inquiry, order, accounting, and data
base management functions as necessary to
maintain a central user archive and date d|stdbu'
tion center, One ofEOC's new responsibilities In
the Landsat4 period is torece|ve and process
user requests for sensor acquisitions. Some
prm1|rn}nary Information on this ''epec/a!'
acquisition" system can be found In the article
following this one.
As mentioned earlier, rad|ornetdcu||yconrected
k4S5 scene data In digital form (HoT-A's) will be
transmitted via the OC)K454T link from Goddard to
	
EOCas they are now for Landsat S. Upon receipt,
	
1
these data will be recorded by 14-track h|gh'
density digital t,,)0o recorders equipped with error.
detect/onund'correct|onc|rcu|try.
The data will then be processed byacomputer.
based production system called the EROS Digital
Image Processing System (Eo|PE). ED|PS is a
custorn'bui|t, real-time data processing system
that can read digital Image data from FiOT's,apply 
geometric cornactions, optionally perform certain
k|. ids of Image enhancement processing, and, final.
[y ` record the processed data on high-resolution
photographic film orstandard'density computer.
compatible tapes (C[T's). Both types ofproducts,
^film and tape, are archived at EDCina central data
base from which users can order reproductions. |n the standard processing mode, MSS sensor
date are geometrically corrected to remove
^distortions caused by the sensor scanning
rnechan|srn, spacecraft attitude and orbital posi-
tion variations, as c±rat|o,Earthrntat|on.Earth
curvature, and other systematic effects, These
corrections are applied using ancillary data prov|d^
edon the HOT received from Goddard, They per-
mit the|nnagetobeconfonnedtoasArnp|eobUque
Mercator coordinate system, (n the case ofLand-
sat 4, that system will be the Space Oblique Mer-
cator (5OK4)pnoject|on>thep|xe|resarnpUngtechni^
queusedtocreateth|sprojectionvv|||bethecub|c
convolution technique.
	
In addition to the geometric corrections, a
	
! ^^
histogram af pixel brightness values isgenerated
for each Inage, and an image enhancement
algorithm designed to compensate for at'
9
^ 
^^-_ --
The User Services Section at EDC will process
the customer's MSS acquisition requests and pro.
vide periodic status reports to each customer.
Customers will be expected to consider and then
furnish the following Information when requesting
a sensor acquisition:
1,Geographic area of Interest, by latitude and
longitude,
2, Date(s) of coverage desired
3, Maximum acceptable cloud cover,
4. Data compression mode (compressed or de,
compressed).
5. Sensor gain (high or low),
6. Type of final products desired after success•
ful acquisition,
Payment sufficient to cover all costs must ac•
company each request, Refer to issue No, 21 of
this newsletter (dated Jan. 1982) for a price list,
EDC's User Services Section will be happy to
assist prospective: requesters. The telephone
number is (605) 594 .6151, Written queries may be
addressed for
User Services Section
U.S, Geological Survey
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, SD 57198
telephones (605) 594.6151
THE
MSS BASIC DATA SET c
Landsat 4 MSS data acquisitions will be partly
determiner' ,v the requirements of what is known
as the MS_:, Basic Data Set.
The scenes acquired for this Basic Data Set will
represent the more routine data collection ac.
tivities of the satellite, To determine the criteria
that should be used to select MSS Basic Data Set
scene candidates, NOAA held a series of public t
meetings this spring to solicit opinions from the
user community, NOAA will publish a description of
the MSS Basic Data Set late in 1982 In order to in•
form users of which MSS scenes they can expect
to be collected under this program, Although Basic
Data Set collections are not guaranteed, NOAH
pledges a "best effort" to complete them, The ar-
chive of Landsat products thus built will be
available for purchase without an initial special•
acquisition fee being attached. The coverage pro•
vided	 will	 also	 be	 relatively	 systematic	 and
repetitive, as long as higher•priority special acqi.^lsi-
tions do not preempt system capabilities.
Regardless of how obtained, -outine collection
or customer-requested, all Landsai- MSS data pro-
ducts will be entered into the public domain,
Inquiries regarding MSS Basic Data Set acquisi-
tion policy may be addressed to;
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)
National Earth Satellite Services
User Affairs Division, SxB2
Federal Buildin g 4, Mail Stop D
Washington, D.C. 202BB.
t;
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mospherlc scatter (haze) is applied.
Several other enhancements, map projections,
and corrections of various kinds are available to
the user should a nonstandard product be desired,
Usually, orders for either tape or photographic
products are completed and shipped within 10
working days after receipt.
When placing an order for a CCT, the user must
specify the data type (radiometrically corrected
only or both radiometrically and geometrically cor•
rected), the tape bit•denslt y (800., 1600•, or
6250•bpi), and the scan-line sequence (band•
sequential or band-Interleaved-by-line).
Photographic products are generated from a
master film negative printed by the EDIPS laser
beam recorder. Slack-and-white Images, on either
film or paper, and false-color composite Images are
available at a variety of enlargement sizes, All
reproduction prints are Individually analyzed to
select an exposure that will reproduce the majori•
ty of Image detail within the linear (usable) portion
of the tone reproduction curve,
As noted previouwy, limited amounts of TM data
may be made available to the user community
beginning approximately 90 days after launch of
Landsat D. These data will be in the form of
2-11 -mm (9-in,) photographic prints as well as digital
products, Studies are in progress at this time to
determine the exact form that standard TM user
products will eventually take.
It Is currently planned that high-resolution film of
fully corrected TM scenes will be shipped by com-
mon carrier to EDC for placement in the central ar.
chive and generation of reproductions for sale.
Digital magnetic tapes in CCT format are also plan•
ned, again to be provided by Goddard and dis^rib•
uted to users by EDC.
Inquiries concerning Landsat 4 data products of
all types are invited by EDC. Information on for=
mat, processing life. availability, price, and other
matters of concern to the potential user may be
obtained by contacting;
User Services Section
U.S, Geological Survey
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, SD 57298
telephones (605) 594.6151.
MSS ACQUISITION REQUESTS
When the Landsat 4 MSS becomes operational,
acquisitions by the MSS sensor will be scheduled in
large part in response to user requests, These re-
quests will be received by EDC, who will con-
solidate all requirements for specific MSS scenes,
handle the associated billing and accounting func-
tions, and forward the acquisition requirements to
Goddard for scheduling,
Implementation of this system will represent a
significant change In acquisition policy in that it will
give first priority to those users who have
specified scene requirements and are willing to
l bear the cost of acquiring these scenes, Any re-
maining MSS acquisition capacity will be used as
much as possible to collect additional data which,
although not specifically ordered in advance,
would constitute a Basic Data Set of scenes deem
ed likely to be used at some future time.
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PRINCIPAL. INVESTIGATORS wore submitted were Individually evaluated by a
SELECTIF-ID panel of peers from universities, private Industry,
and Government agencies. Of these:, 24 were pro
To help characterize the performance of the visionally selected for participation in the program,.
Landsat 4	 system and the products obtained A lift of the irn^estigators and the titles of their
from it, an investigator team representing the proposals are provided below. The LIDQA program
user community was recently selected to study will (-°.xtend, in general, from the time: of Landsat
and document certain areas of special Interest, 4's Launch throug'1.January 1985.
The selections were made based on response to
the Landsat D Image Data Quality Analysis (LIDQA)
901 Application Notice Issued October 23, 1981 (see
Issue No. 20 of the NOTES), The 50 proposals that
PRINCIPLE INVESTIGATOR 	 AFFiLIATION PROPOSAL TITLE
James Anderson	 NASA/Earth Landsat scene-to-scene
R, Resources registration assessment.
Laboratory
Paul Anuta	 Purdue University/ Research on Landsat D image
Laboratory for Applications	 data quality analysis,
of Demote Sensing (LARS)
Lee Bender
	
U.S, Geological Evaluation of radiometric and
Survey geometric characteristics of
Landsat D imagine systems.
Ralph Bernstein
	
IBM Corporation Landsat D sensor and system
data analysis and image science.
- Robert Colwell
	
University of Analysis of the quality of
California, Berkeley image data acquired by the Landsat
MSS.
Jeffery Dozier	 University of Landsat D investigations in land
California, Santa Barbara	 cover and snow hydrology.
Jon Erickson
	
NASA/Johnson TM and TM Image processing
Space Center system performance In agriculturalu:
applications technique development,
John Everett	 Earth Satellite Evaluation of Landsat D TM
Corporation performance as applied to
hydrocarbon exploration.
Charlotte Gurney	 Systems and Applied The use of linear feature detection
Sciences Corporation to investigate TM data performance
and processing,
Charles Hill	 NASA/Earth Resources Evaluation of Landsat D TM and MSS
` Laboratory resource information requirements,
Warren Hovis	 NOAA/National Development of atmospheric correc-
Earth Satellite tlon procedures and post-launch calibra-
Service tion validation for the Landsat D TM.
Michael Jackson	 Natural Environment Spatial analyst:; of TM products.
Research Council,
United Kingdom
Hugh Kieffer	 U,S. Geological Geometric and radiometric characteri-
Survey zation of Landsat D TM and MSS
data.
Donald Lauer
	
U.S. Geological Investigations of TM and MSS data
Survey applications.
1r,
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Robert MacDonald NASA/Johnson Landsat D image data analsyls.
Space Center
William Malila Environmental SpoctrallRadiometric characteristics
Research institute of the TM.
of Michigan
William Mallla Environmental Radiometric consistency
Research Instituta of Landsat D MSS.
of Michigan
John Price U,S, Department of Information content of data from
AgriculturelAgricultural the Landsat D TM and MSS.
Research Service
John Schott Rochester Institute Evaluation of the radiometric
of Technology integrity of Landsat D band 7 data,
Philip Slater University of Spectroradiometric calibration of
Arizona TM and MSS systems.
W.M. Strome Canada Centre for Evaluation of Landsat D MSS
Remote Sensing, and TM data,
Canada
Roy Welch University of Comparative assessment of Landsat D
Georgia MSS and TM data quality for ,mapping
applications in the Southeast
Robert Wringley NASA/Ames Research An investigation of several
Center aspects of Landsat D data quality
f:,r the LIDQA program.
Albert Zobrist NASA/Jet Propulsion Evaluation of Landsat D TM and
Laboratory MSS ground segmant geometry
perS-ormance witinout ground control.
SIMULATED TM DATA BEING
STUDIED AT EDC
y
is
In anticipation of the availability of Landsat 4 TM
data, numerous Government, academic, and
private research organizations have been conduc•
ting studies of aircraft-acquired data from scan.
ners whlc!, provided spectral and spatial resolu-
tion characteristics similar to those of the TM on
Landsat 4. Most of these studies have been
directed toward evaluating the additional benefits,
in terms of specific problem-oriented applications,
which can be expected from TM data. Notable suc-
cess, for example, has been demonstrated in the
area of improved Iithologic discrimination, par-
ticularly in the identification of zones of hydrother•
mal alteration in sparsely vegetated areas, Such
success is primarily a result of data acquired in the
2.10-to 2,34-µm region of the electromagnetic
spectrum (which corresponds to TM band 7),
Hydrous minerals, which are a dominant consti-
tuent of most hydrothermal alteration zs ies, ex-f,.
r hibit strong absorption bands in this rei ; •.n and
result in unique spectral signatures on images pro-
duced -from data which include this portion of the
spectrum.
Studies are currently being conducted at EDC to
evaluate the capabilities of TM data in
discriminating Iithologic variations in sedimentary
rocks and in detecting surflcial effects related to
subsurface hydrocarbon occurrences, TM
Simulator (Tiv1S) data have been acquired by NASA
over selected areas in the Uinta and Piceance
sedimentary basins of northeastern Utah and nor-
thwestern Colorado, and they are being studied
along with "'Iigh-spectral-resolution (up to 950
bands between 0.34 and 2.58 µm) ground and air-
borne spectroradiometric data collected from the
same areas. The ground and airborne data are be-
ing used in the calibration of the TMS data as well
as in designing optical digital image processing
techniques to be applied to the TMS data.
Although the work is not complete, initial results
show that TMS data acquired over the Split Moun-
tain anticline (east of Vernal, Utah) can be digitally
processed to produce images which permit
significantly better separatio-i of sedimentary
units than can be accomplished with images pro•
duced from Landsat MSS data,
rJ
t
SYMPOSIA
A symposium entitled Advances in Instrumen-
tation of Processing and Analysis of Photogram-
metric and Remote Sensing Data will take place
August 30 to September 3. 1982, In Ottawa,
Canada, It is sponsored by Commission II of the In-
ternational
	
Society	 of	 Photogrammetry	 and
Remote Sensing. A call for papers has been issued,
For further information, contact Z, Jaksic, Presi-
dent, Commission II (ISPRS), Division of Physics, Na-
tional Research Council of Canada, Bldg. M-36, Mon-
treal Road, Ottawa, Ontario K 1 A OR6, Canada,
telephone: (613) 993.2074.
A National Conference on Energy Resource
Management will be held September 9-12,1962, in
Baltimore, Md. This conference is being jointly
sponsored by the American Plannin g Associa'tion's
Energy Planning Division and the Eastern Regional
Remote Sensing Application Center (ERRSAC) of
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, The objec-
tive is to bring together professionals in the field
of energy resource management, energy facility
sitings, energy resource extraction, remote sens.
ing, geographic information systems, and related
disciplines from the United States and other coun-
ct^l tries. Participants will focus on the use of remote
..14 sensing in these disciplines. Information about the
conference can be obtained from Yale M. Schiff-
man, The MITRE Corporation, 1820 Dolley Madison
Blvd„	 McLean,	 VA	 22101,	 telephone:	 (703)
827.7243.
13
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NEW CCT FORMAT
i	 TO BE IMPLEMENTED
Concurrent with the launch of Landsat 4, EDC
will begin offering computer-compatible tales(CCT's) of Landsat M55 data in a new format. This
format will conform to the guidelines recommend,
ed by the Tape Standards Committee of the Land,
sat Ground Station Operators Working Group, as
announced in Issue No, 21 of this newsletter last
January.
The CCT format now being used will be retained
for approximately 1 year after launch, meaning
that two formats will be available for a period of
time. The format now being used is referred to as
the Landsat MSS VERSION L. The new format is
referred to as the Landsat MSS VERSION 1. Both
the VERSION O and the VERSION i formats will be
available for any Landsat MSS data acquired after
January 1, 1979, until VERSION O is discontinued,
At that time, VERSION 1 will be the only CCT data
format available. The old "CCT-X" format will still
be used for any data acquired before Jan. 1, 1979.
Documentation of the new Landsat MSS VER-
SION 1 format and sample CCT's (at a reduced
`	 price) can be obtained from EDC. Interested users
should contact:
User Services Section
U,S. Geological Survey
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, SD 57198
telephone: (605) 594.6151
The International Society for Photogrammetry
and Remote Sensing will host a symposium in
Toulouse, France, September 1317, 1982, The
symposium will present the activities of the Socie•
ty's Commission VII working group relevant to
two main subjects: (1) the methodologies for joint
operational use of photogrammetry and remotely
sensed data and (2) the use of a new generation of
operational satellites that should be available In
the 1980's, An international exhibition will bu held
concurrently with the symposium, For further in.
formation, contact:
Groupement pour le developement
de la Teledectlon Aerosoatiale
18, avenue Edouard•Belin
31055 Toulouse Cedex, FRANCE
Tel: (61)53,1 1.12
A symposium entitled Resources Survey for
Land Use Planning and Environmental Conserva-
tion will be held October 20 .22, 1982, at the Indian
Photo •Interpretation Institute, under the auspices
of the Indian Society of Photo-Interpretation and
Remote Sensing, Dehra Dun, The symposium will
be co-sponsored by many national departments
and institutes, All correspondence related to the
symposium may be addressed to Prof. D. P. Rao,
Organizing Secretary (ISPI&RS), Indian Photo.
interpretation Institute, 4 Kalidas Rd., Dehra
Dun-248001, U,P. (INDIA).
SHORT COURSE ON
NATURAL RESOURCE SURVEYING
The Cranfield Institute of Technology, In Bed.
ford, England, has announced plans to repeat a
5-day short course it held last January on the sub•
ject of "Remote Sensing for Natural Resource
Surveying." The course was run by the Faculty of
Agricultural Engineering , Food Production, and
Rural Land Use, and it consisted of an intensive lec-
ture program combined with case studies and
practical exercises stressing remote sensing ap-
plications and computer-aided image analysis,
Those who are interested in attending such a
short course in the near future are invited to con-
tact Dr. J, C. Taylor, c/o The Short Course
Secretary, National College of Agricultural
Engineering, Silsoe, Bedford, MK45 4DT, United
Kingdom.
PUBLICATIONS
The University of Rhode Island's Marine Ad-
visory Service has announced a new reference
manual entitled A Guide to Environmental
Satellite Data. The document is designed par-
ticularly for scientists wishing to use satellite
remote sensing as a tool for studying the coastal
and ocean environment, but its use would not be
restricted to this purpose, The 469-page volume is
priced at $20. Inquiries should be made to the
University of Rhode Island, Marine Advisory Ser-
vice, Publications Unit, Naragansett Bay Campus,
Naragansett, RI 02882.
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N )AA'S MANAGEMENT OF THE
OPERATIONAL 1_ANDSAT SYSTEM
[Thte following remarks were contributed by
NOAA's National Earth Satellite Service]
NOAA's N. tt , n ^. tl t ,u t ii `,ut , un , ' , t ^i, - (NESS)
has managed this nation's operaticnal weather
monitoring satellite programs since the beginning
of this activity in the early 1960's. Through the
years, this agency has maintained reliable opera
tional polar orbiting and geostationary satellite
systems which provide, a1ur ig with more obvious
weather and ocean servlres:
• Information neeciF•d to track severe storms
, it id hurncanFS more closely.
• Measurements of the temperature and wind
at venous levels of the atmosphere for use In
weather forecasting.
• Locations of ocean temperature fronts, slynlfi•
cant in efferent maritime navigation as well as
locating commercial quantities of fish.
• Estimates of the amount of rainfall in potential
flash flood situations.
All such services must be provided under tight
timelines, 24 hours a day every day of the year,
and NOAA/NESS has consistently met this
challenge.
These NOAA operational characteristics, and its
experience, organization, approach, and perfor
rnance, influenced the decision to Implement the
operational Landsat program under NOAA
management. In fact, experience was cited In the
announcement that assigned Landsat to NOAA in
1979.
Duplicating this success in its Landsat activities
Is the NOAA goal. NOAA has a Landsat manage
merit team in place and preparations for taking
over the operation, after the system is checked
out, are well underway.
NOAA will be the single manager of the opera
tional Landsat program, responsible for
spacecraft scheduling, ground processing and pro
duction, and customer- services. Single agency
management will assure customers of a single
point of contact for all Landsat services and will
allow NGAA to fit the system's pieces—satellites,
ground facilities, communications, and people—to
the single purpose of supporting customers.
Customer service and efficient production are
the cornerstones of the NOAA operation. When
NOAA was assigned the Landsat operational
system in November 1979, it began a program to
inform and gain feedback from interested in
dividuals and organizations. This contact continues
today with a series of meetings scheduled
throughout the country in May and June to solicit
views from the user community concerning the
makeup of the routine collection of data from
Landsat. This routine collection program has been
called the Basic Data Set (the subject of an article
elsewhere in this issue;.
Single agency management of the Landsat
operation will allow NOAA to achieve efficiency in
production. NOAH plans to have all requests for
Landsat data forwarded to EDC. There, these re-
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SELF- INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES
IN REMOTE SENSING
Purdue Univer sit y has announced the release of
six self Instructional, audiovisual modules dealing
with remote sensing topics. Each module, or "mini
course," consists of 35 mm color slides, an audio
tape, a printed study guide, and in many cases ad
ditional maps and photographs. The instructional
level Is appropriate for both professional training
and university courses. Produced by the Labor
atory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS)
at Purdue, these new modules augment a collet
tion of 19 units released previously as part of the
LARS Fundamentals of Remote feneing ^sries
The newly released titles are as follow-,
• "Principles of Photointerpretation"
• "Interpretation of Thermal Energy"
• "Mineral Exploration Using Satellite Data"
• "Selecting Landsat Imagery"
e "Photogeology"
9 -3pectral Measurements for Field Research"
For further information about these and other
remote sensing Instructional materials available
from Purdue, contact Gerald W. O'Brien, Director,
Division of Independent Study, 116 Stewart
Center, Purdue University, West Lafi•yette, IN
47907, telephone: (317) 4947231.
STATUS OF GSFC
DIGITAL PROCESSING
The backiug ut Lor rJ _jt ,Jiyrt ,j F,f x t2, _ing at
GSFC, which has been tracked in the chart below
for the last several issues, has recently been
eliminated. As shown by the shaded areas in the
chart, all processable Landsat MSS and RBV da*a
acquired through July 1, 1982, have been process
ed and sent to EDC.
s
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LANDSAT DIGITAL PROCESSING
STATUS AT GSFC
(RADIOMETRICALLV CORRECTED DATA ONLY)
MSS	 RBV
January
February
March
April
Ma y
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
'79 '80 '81	 • 82	 '79 '80	 '81	 '82
%A	 Prue to diyn,,l upetatrons	 nu backloy incurred
Drynal processrnq backloy closed out 	 all scrnes at EDC quests will be divided into retrospective and
special acquisitions. Retrospective requests will be
N'ANA _
N%A NiA
NA NA _
N/A N A
N/A NiA
N/A NrA
_	 N/A N/A
NIA N A
N A
N/A
N/A
NA
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tillt_cd diril<tly frcxTn the archive, slxac.iu t ac, i	 taxis REMOTE SENSING TRAININGy	 will be forwarded to the spacecraft ccmr r ,. r ,, f and
scheduling activity at Gcxldard for spacecraft Aug. 2-5 Remote Sensing and Digital Image:
e	 scheduling. Each order will be tracked from beginn Processing	 (',ar	 I	 r .tr it	 - (_k),	 (_.tI,t )
Ing to end in a special data base that will have tfte is ont,-< t	 11r	 Ea Winter, Technical
up to-the-minute status of each order. Research Associates, 350 N L.an
As the single. manager of the total systern. Lana,	 Suite	 661,	 Camarillo,	 CA
NOAA will be ir, a position to plan and control the 9-A010, t I t#F T,I u x ire	 (RO"70 UR7 1 q7;3
production of Landsat prcxkucts in the most effl Sept.	 13-17 Applying Remote Sensing Tech•
cient manner. This is all the more mport ant today niques to the Marine Environment
as the cost of the operation must be recovered (W.r, 	 lit Igton,	 l)(	 )	 ( (If it, 	 t	 i	 yrit
through fees charged to users. nuing	 Engineering	 Education,
With the cooperation of the customer communi George	 Washington	 University,
ty and NOAA's two decades' experience in opera Washington, D.0 ?0052, telr •phor o
tional prcxjuction, the Landsat program will deliver (.	 '(	 .	 ')	 f) /(,	 i	 ' '	 u
cost effective solutions to the problem r,f F-arth Oct. 4 . 8 The	 Application	 and	 Processing
resourrPs monitonnq of Landsat Data (M . - . ry, Ky)	 r t
t,t(t " 	 Ur	 tied	 V	 W(•I)er,	 Dire( tclr,
EDC COURSE ANNOUNCEMENT Mid America	 Remote	 SensingCenter, Murray State University,
The I_HOS Dat . i ( r , r t Fir will I ,r	 Lining Murray, KY 42071, telephone: (502)
rnurse entitled The Role of Remote Sensing In a 7f5? 2148
Geographic Information System from December Oct. 18 . 22 Remote	 Sensing	 for Global	 Re-
t) 1O,	 198,'	 I hi ,,	 (_ourse will emphasize source Applications
t	 the contributions of remotely sensed and other D.C.) Contact	 Cont d unng Engineer
kinds of spatial data (including terrain models) to Ing Education, George Washington
geographic information systems, as well as the Univeristy, Washington, D.C. 20052,
types of spatial analyses commonly used for tf-lephone: (202) 676 6106
-. r	 natural resource applications. The course is design- Oct. 25 . 29 Digital Image Processing of Earth
ed for remote sensing analysts and resource Observation Sensor Data (Wash
specialists and assumes an understanding of the ington,	 D t	 (_ontact:
	
Continuing
fundamentals of remote sensing. For more infor Engtneerir iy	 Educa-ion,
	 George
mation, contact the Chief, Training and Assist- Washington	 University,
	 Wash
ance,
	 Branch	 of	 Applications,
	 U.S.	 Geological ington, D.C. 20052, telephone: (202)
Survey, EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, SD 57 198, 67661 C5.
EDC LANDSAT PRODUCTION STATISTICS
Dec	 '81	 Jan	 "82	 Feb	 82	 Mar	 '82	 Apr	 '82	 Mdy	 82	 6 Month TotalMSS	 R3V	 MSS	 RBV	 MSS	 RBV	 MSS	 RBV	 MSS	 RBV	 MSS	 RBV	 MSS	 RBV
Landsat scenes acquired
tsetellite acquisitions) •	 1.1,464	 411 1,191 	 406 839	 260 1 .263	 465 2.504	 626 2,158	 544 9 419	 2.712
Landsat MSS scones/RBV
subscenes received at EDC
	
2,41114	 2.735 1,500 3.650 1,147	 3.362 945 3,222 1,847	 1,744 1,562	 1,711 9 465 16 424
Average limb in days from
EDC receipt to archive
availability
	 22 8	 14 0 31 1	 9 6 9 7	 154 4 3	 59 9 7	 6 9 80	 8 6
Average delivery time in
days from receip; of order
at EDC to shipment
Standard photographic
products
	 ..........	 20 17 9 10 13 13
Standard digital
products	 14 9 6 6 12 7
Landsat photographic
frames sold	 8,258 7,117 8,078 5.860 9.076 7.385 45,774
Landsat digital scenes sold.......... 	 351 208 263 280 181 497 1,780
TOTAL LANDSAT DOLLAR VOLUME	 $221,788 ii $1132.828 $224,076 $185,240 $213,641 $262,242 $1,203.815
'Figures are revised periodically to reflect updated information received from NASA
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Hydrology Information Workshop
(Sioux Falls, S, Dak.) Open enroll.
meat. Contact: Chief, Training and
Assistance, Branch of Applications,
US. Geological Survey, EROS Data
Center, Sioux Falls, SD 57196,
telephone. , (605) 594-6114,
Advanced Geological Workshop
(Sioux Falls, 5, Oak,) Open enroll.
ment. Contact: Chief, Training and
Assistance, Branch of Applications,
US, Geological Survey, EROS Data
Center, Sioux Falls, SD 57198,
telephone: (605) 594-6114,
Role of Remote Sensing In a Geo-
graphic Information System (Sioux
Falls, S. Dak.) Open enrollment, Con.
tact: Chief, Training and Assist-
ance, Branch of Applications, U.S.
Geological Survey, EROS Data
Center, Sioux Falls, SD 57198,
telephone: (605) 594-6114,
T
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EDC TRAINING SCHEDULE
Aug. 30- International	 Remote	 Sensing	 Nov. I -S
Oct. I Workshop: Applications In Vegeta.
tion Assessment and Land Use
Planning (Sioux Falls, S. Dak,) Open
to non .0 S. scientists, Contact: Of-
fice of International Gcolo9y, U.S.
Geological Survey, National Center,
Mail Stop 917, Reston, VA 22092,
	
Nov. 15.19
telephone: (703) 8606418,
Sept. 13-17 Introduction to Remote Sensing
for	 Land	 Cover	 Mapping	 (An.
chorage, Alaska) Open enrollment,
Contact: Chief, USGS/EROS Field
Office, 218 'E' Street, Anchorage,
AK	 99501.	 telephone:
	 (907)	 Dec. 6-10
271-4065.
Oct. 25 . 29 Terrain	 Analysis:	 Interpretation
of Aerial Photographs and Images
(Sioux Falls, S. Dak,) Contact: Coor•
dinator, Continuing Education Pro.
gram, Harvard Graduate School of
Design, Gund Hall, L•37, Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA 02138,
telephone: (617) 495-2578.
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The Landsat Data Users NOTES Is published bimonthly In order
to present Information of Interest to the user community
regarding Landsat products, systems, and related remote
sensing developments. There is no subscription charge; in•
dividuals and organizations wishin g to receive the NOTES
should contact the User Services Section, U.S. Geological
Survey, EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, SID 57198, U.F A.,
telephone: (605)594-615 1.
Comments, corrections, and other inquiries should be directed
to:
Editor, Landsat NOTES
U.S. Geological Survey
EROS Data Center
Sioux Falls, SD 57198
•'rU,S GOVrRNMFNT PRINTING OFFICIF 1981-765-08314
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APPENDIX B
LANDSAT GROUND RECEIVING STATION STATUS
The successful launch of Landsat 4 on July 16, 1982, and the takeover by
NOAA of the operational running of the Landsat program necessitate a
reevaluation of the status of world ground receiving stations.
Landsat Satellites 1 # 2, and 3 communicated with ground receiving sta-
tionsp both foreign and domestic, using S-band frequency transmissions.
The Landsat 4 satellite will also be able to communicate with and send
data directly to in-range ground receiving stations worldwide.	 For this
purpose, X-band frequencies will be used for handling the thematic mapper
(TM) and multispectral scanner (MSS) data streams.
	
Those stations not
equipped to receive X-band transmissions will be able to obtain only MSS
data in real time using an 9-band frequency, as have previous Landsat
satellites.
	 Table 1 lists the worldwide receiving stations for Landsat.
Figure B-1 shows the ground receiving station MSS coverage as of Au-
gust 1p 1982.	 The differences in area covered by each receiving station
between Landsat 4 and, the previous Landsat series of Satellites 1, 2,
and 3 are a result of the different orbiting altitudes of the two sys-
tems.
	
Landsat I t 2 t
 and 3 orbit the earth at an approximate altitude of
918 km, and the receiving station zone of coverage is indicated on Fig-
ure B-1 by the solid circle.
	 Landsat 4 orbits the earth at approximately
705 km and hence has a smaller line of sight coverage, as indicated by
the dashed circle on Figure 9-1.
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tTABLE B-1
SUMMARY OF THE STATUS OF
LANDSAT RECEIVING STATIONS
t
C
C
C
DATA:	 DATE
Station Distribution AVAILABLE (CCTs)
Location Center MSS RBV TM
Argent i na-Mar Chiquita CNIE-Buenos Aires 1980 1981 1984
Australia-Alice Springs ALS Belconnan 1980 1985
Bra zil-Cuiaba INPE-Sao Paulo 1974 1981 1985
Canada-Prince Albert CCRS -Ottawa 1972 1981 1982
(Churchill)
Canada-Shoe Cove CCRS-Ottawa 1977 1981 N/A
China AS-Beijing 1984 1984
Italy-Fucino ESA-Frascati 1976 1982 1983
Sweden-Kiruna ESA-Frascati 1979 1983
Indonesia-Djakarta Baksurtanal-Bo,jor 1983 1987
India-Hyderabad NBSA Andhra Pradesh 1980 1980 1983
Japan-Ohashi RESTEC-Tokyo 1979 1981 1983
South Africa-Hartebeesthoek NITR-Johannesburg 1980 1981 N/A
Thailand -Bangkok NRC-Bangkok 1982 N/A
USA-Goldstone EROS -Sioux Falls 1972 1980 I^/A
USA-Greenbelt EROS -Sioux Falls 1972 1980 1982	 r
USA-Fairbanks EROS -Sioux Falls 1972 1980 N/A
Upper Volta-Ouagadougou CRTD 1984 1985
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A number of features partly reflected by this figure include:
1. The second Canadian receiving station at Shoe Cove on the east coast
will cease operations at the end of 1982. Coverage of Canada will
continue from the Prince Albert station, which is scheduled for up-
grading to receive Landsat 4 data in 1982.
2. The receiving station at Goldstone, California, will not be upgraded
to receive thematic mapper (TM) data because the tracking and data
relay satellite (TDRS) system will be operational in early 1983,
which would be equal to the time required to upgrade the receiving
station. TM and MSS data will be available for the western half of
the United States at that time through the down-link at White Sands,
New Mexico.
3. Three Asian ground receiving stations in Bangkok, Thailand; Djaltarta,
Indonesia; and Beijing, China expected to became operational in 1982
to 1983 are not anticipated at this date to upgrade their facilities
to receive TM data. MSS data will be available from these stations
using the same S -band frequency transmissions as the previous Landsat
satellites.
At the time this report was written, only the receiving station at
Goddard Space Flight Center possessed the facilities to receive TM data
from Landsat 4. A number of foreign receiving stations have indicated
their irate;°,tion to upgrade their facilities to receive TM and MSS data.
The current projected processing capabilities for these stations are
summarized in Tables B-2 and B-3. Thr. information contained in these
two tables was supplied by NASA, represents the station status in
October 1982.
The Landsat 4 satellite will also vary to its earlier counterparts in
its capability to communicate with the tracking and data relay satellite
(TDRS) system scheduled to begin deployment in 1983. The TDRS vehicles
will relay data from the satellite to the earth in near real time, thus
eliminating the need to rely upon on-board tape recorders, which have
had limited lifetimes on previous satellites. The TARS system will use
Ku-band frequency transmissions to relay TM and MSS data simultaneously
to a single ground receiving station at White Sands, New Mexico.
Figure B-2 illustrates the location of the TDRS down-link at White Sands,
New Mexico, and the zone of exclusion, the region where Landsat 4 imagery
will not be available due to the orbi.ting position of the TDRS system.
When the ground receiving station in India (refer to Figure B-1) is up-
graded to receive Landsat 4 TM data, most of this area excluded by the
TDRS system will have available imagery. Currently, India will only be
able to receive Landsat 4 MSS data using the standard S-band transmission
frequency.
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kTABLE B-2
STATION PLANS FOR LANDSAT 4 MSS UPGRADE
Receive
and Record Processing Acquisition
Station Capability Capability Requested
Australia December 1982 June 1983 600 scenes/cycle (to cover
. all Australia plus some
New Guinea; will be refined
when quotas are known)
Argentina Late 1982 Late 1982 200 scenes/cycle
Brazil August 1982 August 1982 900 scenes/cycle (covers all
South American land mass
within ran$e of Cuiaba
Station)
Canada ,August 1982 October 1982 Complete Canadian coverage
China Late 1984 Late 1984 Approximately 450 scenes/
cycle (to cover China)
ESA (2) August 1982 Decamber 1982 (Fuciro) 11750 ave. scenes/month
(Fuc i no )
January 1983 (Kiruna) 1,500 ave.
	 (2p500 max.)
5 scenes/month (Kiruna)
India At launch August 1982 Complete coverage of India
Indonesia Mid-1983 Late 1983 or mid-1984 TBD
Japan October 1982 December 1982 Complete covervZe of Japan
South Africa October 1982 October 1982 370 scenes/cycle
Thailand Mid-1983 Late 1983 400 scenes/cycle
Zaire TBD TBD TBD
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The information contained in this report can be considered current as of
August 1982 but subject to revision in the near future. As noted pre-
viously, the handsat Ground Receiving Station Operators Working Group
meeting scheduled for October 1982 should provide an updated status of
the foreign stations' commitment to upgrade their facilities to receive
Landsat 4 data.
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APPENDIX C
FUTURE NON-U.S. REMOTE SENSING SATELLITES
The U.S., although virtually alone in providing earth observational data
in the 1970x, is being joined by a number of countries in the 1980s.
These systems offer a poi;entially valuable complement to U.S. sensing
systems. Planned programs include additional spectral bands, spectral
ranges, spatial resolution, and times of coverage beyond those afforded
by the U.S. program. Thus it is important to be aware of these programs
and to know what data and data formats will be available.
The first major non-U.S. program is the French SPOT, scheduled for mid-
1984. It offers two major features--high resolution and stereo. A third
feature, yet to be evaluated, is the ability to sense off axis and thus
to provide some measure of coping with cloud cover. A 20-m resolution
in the visible band (0.5 to 0.89 um) in multispectral mode and a 10-m
resolution in panchromatic mode are a significant opportunity for struc-
tural mapping relative to Landsat resolutions. The stereo capability
likewise provides the opportunity for elevation data in areas for which
such data do not currently exist or cannot b^?, obtained.
This satellite will have on-board tape recorders such that worldwide
imagery coverage will be available from the main ground receiving station
at Toulouse, France. Table C-1 lists anticipated receiving stations,
and Figure C-1 illustrates the potential receiving station coverage for
line of sight communication with the SPOT satellite. Only the CNES fa-
cility at Toulouse, France, currently has a firm commitment to provide
communication facilities to receive SPOT data. The remaining ground
receiving stations that have expressed a desire to upgrade their facili-
ties to receive SPOT data are shown in Figure C-3, with the dashed line
representing the zone of coverage.
As of August 1982 9 only Bangladesh and Erazil have signed a memorandum
of understanding with CNES, making a firm commitment to upgrade their
receiving stations. Australia and Canada are currently considered close
to signing a memorandum of understanding to upgrade their facilities.
Three new receiving stations are being discussed to be built to receive
SPOT data. These are located ire Upper Volta, Kenya, and Bangladesh.
Although the exact location of the station is unknown, these stations
are shown on Figure C-3 in the center of the countries involved for dia-
grammatic purposes.
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TABLE C-1
SUMMARY OF SPOT DATA RECEIVING STATIONS
Station Distribution
Location Center
Argentina-Mar Chiquita CNIE-Buenos Aires
Australia-Alice Springs ALS-Belconnan
Bangladesh SPARRSO
Brazil-Cuiaba INPE-Sao Paulo
Canada-Prince Albert CCRS-Ottawa
France-Toulouse SPOTIMAGE-Paris
India-Hyderabad NRSA-Andhra Pradesh
Japan-Ohashi RESTEC-Tokyo
South Africa-Hartebeesthoek NITR-Johannesburg
Upper Volta-Ouagadougou
Distributiou of spot data arranged through SPOTIMAGE.
First Date
Data Could
Be Available
(CCTS)
1986
1985
1984
1984
1985
1984
1985
1985
1986
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Other countries have remote sensing satellites in orbit or in the plan-
ning stage at this time. Table C-2 lists these systems and their pro-
jected launch dates. Table C-3 shows some of the sensor characteristics
for these systems.
TABLE C-2
NON-U.S. REMOTE SENSING SATELLITE SYSTEMS
Estimated.
Country Platform Sensors Launch bate
Canada RADARSAT SAR 1990
China CHINASAT-12 SARI MSS 1985
Europe ERS-1 SARI OCMI IMR 1986-1987
ERSA Oil 1989
India BHASKARA-1 TV camera 1979
BHASKARA-2 TV camera 1981
INSAT MSS 1985
Japan MOS-1 MESSR, VTIR 1985
ERS-1 SARI TM 1987
France SPOT HRV 1984
Russia METEOR MSU7 FRAGMENT 1980
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TABLE C-3
IMAGING SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS
IFOV	 SWATH
Sensor
RADARSAT
MOS -1
MESSR
VTIR
METEOR
MS U-E
Id& U-S K
FRAGMENT
ERS-1 (Japan)
ERS-1 (ESA)
SAR
OCM
ERSA ( ESA)
OI I
SPOT
HRV
CHINASAT-12
MSS
Wavelength (m)
C-band
0.51-0.59, 0.61-0.69 9 0.72-0.80
6-7 1 10.5-11.5, 11.5-12.5
0.5-0.7 1 0.7-0.8 9 0.8-1.0
0.5-0.6 9 0.6-0.7 1 0.7-0.8, 0.8-1.0
0.7-1.1 9 1.2-1.3 1 1.5-1.8 1 2.1-2.4
0.4-0.8, 0.5-0.6, 0.6-0.7, 0.7-0.8
SARI TM
10 rands in 0.4-11.5
6 bands in 0.52 -2.35
Pan
0.50-0.59, 0.61-0.68, 0.79.0.89
Pan
(m) (km)
25-30 100
50 100
2,600 500
30 30
170 600
80 85
30	 100
30	 175
15	 175
20	 60
10	 60
80	 NA s.
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APPENDIX D
WHERE TO ORDER LANDSAT DATA WORLDWIDE
User Services Section
EROS Data Center
US GS
Sioux Fallsr SD 57198(615) 594-6151
Instituto de Pesquisas Espacias
Departmamento de Producao de Imagens
ATUS--Banco de Imagens Terrestres
Ro.dovia Presidente Dutra ' Km 210
Cachoeixa Paulista--CEP 12.630
Sao Paulo
BRAZIL
(0125)	 611507
Canadian Centre For Remote Sensing (CCRS)
6f User Assistance & Marketing Unit
717 Belfast Road
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0X7
CANADA
( 613)	 995-1210
ESA--ESRIN
Earthnet User Services
Via Galileo Galilel
000 44 Frascati
ITALY
39-6-9401360 or 39-6-9401216
Remote Sensing Technology Center (RESTEC)
	 +'
7-15-17 Roppongi, Minato-Ku
Tokyo 106
JAPAN
81-03-,4031761
Director, National Remote Sensing Agency
No. 4 Sardar Petal Road
Hyderabad--500 003
Andhra Pradesh
INDIA
73839
Australian Landsat Station
14-16 Oatley Court
P. 0. Box 28
Belconnanp ACT 2616
AUSTRALIA
w`
062-515411
4
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fComision Nacional de Investigaciones Espaciales (CNIE)
Centro de Procesamiento
Dorrego 4010(1425) Buenos Aires
ARGENTINA
772 5108
Director, National Institute for Telecommunications Research
Attention Satellite Remote Sensing Centre
P. 0. Box 3718
Johannesburg 2000
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
(12) 265271
Remote Sensing Division
National Research Council
Bangkok 9
THAILAND
Academia Sinica
Landsat Ground Station
Beijing
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Telex 22474 ASCHL SIEVC
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APPENDIX E
11
REMOTE SENSING DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
Organizations, responded to the Geosat Committee request for information
on remote sensing data processing systems. Table F-1 lists the respond-
ers, and Table F-2 lists the significant parts of the systems. In some
cases, a single organization had more than one system.
The purpose of this survey is to open the door for technical exchanges.
However, at this point, we cannot last the system each organization has,
since we gathered the information with a promise of anonymity.
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TABLE E-1
ORGANIZATIONS RESPONDING TO GEOSAT SURVEY
I
C,.
ARCO
Plano, TX
Phillips Petroleum
Bartlesville, OK
Conoco Inc.
Ponca City, OK
Superior Oil
Houston, TX
Amoco Production Company (International)
Houston, TX
Chevron Oil Field Research
La Habra, CA
Tenneco Oil Exploration and Production
Hods ton, TX
Nielson Petroleum Information
Denver, CO
Ben.dix Field Engineering Corporation
Grand Junction, CO
British Petroleum
London UK
Spectral Africa
South Africa
Randfontein, Transvaal
Technicolor Government Services Inc.
Sioux Falls, SD
ESL Inc.
Sunnyvale, CA
Western Mining Corporation
Adelaide, Australia
Utah International
San Franciscos CA
ANNE RCO
Melbourne } Australia
Cities Service
Tulsa, OK
Alcoa
Pittsburgh, PA
Bechtold Satellite Technology
Walnut, CA
Litton Aero Service
Houston, TX
Texasgulf Minerals Exploration
Gol dens CO
GeoSpectra Corporation
Ann Arbor, MI
CRA Exploration Pty. Ltd.
Canberra, .Australia
Billiton International Metals
The Hague, Netherlands
RADARSAT Project Office
Ottawa, Ontario
Columbia Gas System Service
Columbus, OH
Res tee
Tokyo, Japan
Gulf Research and Development
Pittsburgh, PA
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TABLE R-2
REMOTE SENSING HARDWARE SYSTEMS
REPORTED BY GEOSAT MEMBERS
Image display/processing
t No system 7
DeAnza 6400 5
12 0 Model 70 4
Comtal Vision One 3
Comtal Vision One/20 3
GE Image 100 2
- Other 10
Image hard copy
Optrcnics film writers (all models) 9
Matrix camera 5
t Dunn camera 3
z Applicon plotter 2
k Other 4
`} N*	 -.LJ _...1^^7L1( ltl^ Qv
K
Computer systems
Hewlett-Packard 3000 7
VAX 11/780 5
PDP 11/35 3
HP 1000 3
IBM 3033 3
IBM 4341 3
CDC 170/760 2
PDP 11/34 2
VAX 11/750 2
SEL 32/77 2
SEL 32/87 2
Other 11
Array processors
None 4
Image scanners
'r
Sierra video 2
z
Other Vidicon 3
F` Optronics C4100 1
Optronics C4500 3
x Perkin-Elmer 1
None 18
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